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THE ANTIQUITY OF
WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP

Generations have passed in the evolution of the modern
woman, we have seen her emerging from the antiquity of
the once highly revered ‘wise medicine woman’  with her
tribes anxiously awaiting her guidance and intuition, into a
cultural power play of suppression between both genders,
leaving her voice now a mild whisper and she sits in an era
where she is only now just finding her authentic voice and
place in the world, without being the ‘token’ woman on a
board, but rather seen as a valued contributor to the
modern boardrooms. 

Yet, in the modern world we have growing challenges, in
finding our voice, in conviction of our true worth. We have
doubt as we compare ourselves through a constant
culturally educated subconscious program called ‘outward
validation’ for self worth. 

Today I write this piece as a representative of the collective
feminine. The suppression that has existed upon many
generations. Our lifetimes are all connected both past and
present, we have carried loads on our backs until our spirits
and bodies broke down giving space for us to break out of
the pre existing shell to embody the alchemical pool of
possibility.

Let us remember the many generations of women who have
been mistreated and still in some countries it is very
prevalent all of which has been predicated on the
supposition that somehow we collectively had to be
‘managed’, driven only by a deep fear of the power of the
feminine. I don’t speak of ‘power’ as an ego based power and
I don’t of the feminine just within women this is the balance
of the masculine and feminine in all of us. 

When we find our voice, when we find our message, when
we find our ‘baby’ whether that be our service the earth,
our mission or our own child…no one can get in between a
woman and her baby, whilst she may be deeply
nurturing….she is also intensely fierce, you mess with her
babies you better move to the side! 

Our journey as the collective feminine has tried to break us,
lead us down the road of egoic idolatry feeding us with
messages that filter into our minds on a daily basis and
sound like this “Im not worthy of love, Im not enough, why
doesn’t he love me, what did I do?, I look awful, Im ugly, my
bum is too big, my chest is too small, too big”

The Modern Challenges Of Women Finding Their Voice



It’s very generalised to state that
women don’t get given the same
opportunities as men, as there are many
organisations and communities with a
great balance of gender diversity. 

I tend to drive it down to the individual
as opposed to the whole. Individuals
value systems derive how they are
going to compartmentalize their way of
doing business and with who. 

But I still believe at an individual level
that as a woman it’s up to you to decide
if you’re going to feed the generalized
statement if you feel unfairly done by,
or if you’re going to take it to an
individual level and really consider how
you are going to let those challenges
shape your career, yes being a woman in
business comes with it’s challenges, but
so does being a man I’m sure. It’s all on
how you individually decide to filter your
challenge and turn it into an
opportunity.

Take the lessons from our past
generations of women and embrace the
wise woman that once sat around the
fire sharing her wisdom.

She lives in us all, she has balanced
perspective and always comes from
love, knowing that love isn’t always the
gentle embrace of compassion and
empathy but it is also the fierce
wildness of standing up and being heard
for what you believe in.

Combining this with the wisdom that it
is only your truth not everyone will
resonate with your message. You may
guide with wisdom and passion but
practice your natural gifts intuition and
balance. 

WOMEN
THAT LEAD

"Take the lessons from our past generations of women and evolve this"

These messages are merely distractions
to steer us off course from our own
brilliance, we are separated by ego,
pulled apart by the suppression of our
message. 

Days like todays workshop is the
opportunity for women to pause and
take a moment to honour their brilliance
both individually and collectively, it’s an
opportunity to bring together the
ancient alchemy of women being of the
community…for the community, when
we break down our preconditioned
notions, judgments of other women, we
find an unbreakable connection that
binds us together and creates a power
that even scares some of us. 

Your individual power lies in knowing
who you are and why you are here.

Personally , I see it the time we are in
today as a very exciting time for women
to seize the opportunities that lay
before them as more organisations
evolve to develop diversity in
management and boards. 

As a women who has brought  her voice
to some of the largest boards in
Australia - I say to women today -
believe in your abilities, deliver with
conviction and see each perceived set
back as an opportunity to gain more
strength for the next round. 

The importance of women supporting
each other to succeed is just as
important as our own individual path to
success but the key to this is also
keeping a balanced perspective on non-
gender specific success of a business.

Tenille Bentley
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WRITE  DOWN  THE  F IRST  WORDS  YOU  TH INK  OF  WHEN  

YOU  TH INK  CONF IDENT  &  ASSERT I VE ?

B e i n g  C o n f i d e n t

WRITE  DOWN  THE  TYP ICAL  SOC IA L  PERCEPT IONS  OF  A

WOMEN  THAT  APPEARS  CONF IDENT ?

F IN I SH  TH I S  SENTENCE . . . I F  I  HAD  NO  FEAR   I  WOULD . . . .
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QUESTION #1: ·LIST 3 CORE CHARACTERISTICS THAT WOULD DESCRIBE

YOU AS A CHILD

QUESTION #2: ·LIST  3 CORE CHARACTERISTICS THAT WOULD DESCRIBE

YOU AS AN ADULT?

QUESTION #3: ·DO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ME AS A CHILD OVERLAP

OR MATCH THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ME AS AN ADULT?

INSTRUCTIONS: The most powerful tool to understanding self is the journey toward

the 'I' . Getting clear on yourself allows you to get clear when communicating with

others

W h o  A m  I
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QUESTION #1: ·WHO AM I WHEN NO ONE IS LOOKING? 

QUESTION #2: ·WHO AM I WHEN SOMEONE IS LOOKING? WHAT SECURITY

MASKS DO I USE TO PROTECT MYSELF? (LAUGH ,  CHAT TOO MUCH ,  ACT

TOUGH ETC)

QUESTION #3: ·WHO AM I WHEN I AM STRESSED OUT? WHAT

BEHAVIOURS DO I PLAY OUT?

INSTRUCTIONS: The most powerful tool to understanding self is the journey toward

the 'I' getting clear on yourself allows you to get clear when communicating with

others

W h o  A m  I
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QUESTION #1: What is the story I tell myself if I'm preparing to be assertive or
be heard?

QUESTION #2: Name a specific situation where I feel I need to be more
assertive or want to be heard (past or present)? And what's my story around
this?

WHAT  STORY  DO  YOU  TE L L  YOURSELF

M y  A s s e r t i v e  S t o r y
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QUESTION #1: Explain when you felt like an imposter and your story around
this? 

QUESTION #2: What skills and life experience do you bring to the table?

WIL L  THEY  F IND  OUT ?

T h e  I m p o s t e r  S e l f
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S T  JOHN  OF  THE  CROSS

THE  DARK  N IGHT  OF  THE  SOUL

St John of Cross Circa 15th Century - his writings during the
dark night of the soul…

"The deeper choice - life is not about fairness but how we
respond in the midst of unfairness. Life is not about reason but
how we navigate the unreasonable. The Journey of our Soul is
how cleverly we manoeuvre through the unreasonable. How is
it possible that we can choose to be loving in the midst of
cruelty? To be forgiving in the midst of insanity and somehow
he realised that that was the great choice of the divine being.

On that glad night
In secret for no one saw me

I did not see a thing
With no light nor guide

But the one that burned in my heart
And this guided me

More true than the midday light
Where I was expected 
By whom I knew well

Deep in the place
Where only we could be.

Grace comes into our being at the time we choose love….

We need the dark night of the soul…to confront why we want
life to be reasonable and fair."



INSTRUCTIONS:   List 3 characteristics of how would you describe your energetic space when you

are stressed out (de-integration) and when you are inspired (Integrated self)?

So for example what words would you use to describe how your energy would 'feel' to someone

who never met you.

I N TEGRAT ION  AND  DE - I N TEGRAT ION

DE - INTEGRATED  SELF

INTEGRATED  SELF

INSTRUCTIONS:   What is the payoff for

you when you are in the de-integrated

self? eg. When I am stressed out the pay

off is that it justifies my sense of

righteousness for being angry or

annoyed, and I get to let off steam. So it

makes me feel powerful.

T h e  S p a c e  o f  S e l f
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QUESTION #1: WHEN WAS I OUT OF INTEGRITY WITH MYSELF?

QUESTION #2: WHEN WAS I OUT OF INTEGRITY WITH OTHERS?

QUESTION #3: WHEN DID I TELL A WHITE LIE?

QUESTION #4: WHAT DO I NEED TO FORGIVE WITHIN MYSELF?

QUESTION #5: WHO DO I NEED TO FORGIVE TO LET GO AND LET LOVE?

INSTRUCTIONS: WHEN WE ATONE IT MEANS TO RELEASE THE FEAR SO WE CAN

STEP INTO LOVE. THESE QUESTIONS ARE GOING TO CHALLENGE YOU TO BE

HONEST WITH YOURSELF AND TO CONSIDER THE POWER OF FORGIVENESS.

A t o n e m e n t
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NOURISHING DEPLETING

INSTRUCTIONS: Let us explore what nourishes you and what depletes you.  Under

nourishing, list down where you get lost in time, what are activities/experiences or situations

that time stands still. Then on the flip side what activities in your life drain you or deplete

you?

THE  CAL L  TO  YOUR  OWN  ADVENTURE

The nourishing aspects are usually our guide post to uncovering our call, or our
offering to the world. Become aware of this and you will follow the cosmic clues.

"We must be willing to let go of the life we planned so as to have the life that is
waiting for us" Joseph Campbell

T h e  C a l l
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QUESTION #1: What aspects of myself do I want to release?

QUESTION #2: What aspects of myself do I want to carry forward ?

AN  I N TENT ION  FOR  THE  FUTURE

M y  S e l f
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QUESTION #1: What experiences, people or situations do I want to release ?

QUESTION #2: What experiences, people or situations do I want to carry
forward? 

M y   J o u r n e y
AN  I N TENT ION  FOR  THE  FUTURE
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WHAT  I S  THE  WORD  OR  WORDS  TO  DESCR IBE  HOW

YOU  WANT  PEOPLE  TO  EXPER IENCE  YOU  NOW  AND  I N

THE  FUTURE ?

Y o u r  W o r d
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QUESTION #1: HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE ME IN THREE WORDS? 

QUESTION #2: WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ARE MY STRENGTHS?

QUESTION #3: WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT HOW I AM WITH YOU IN OUR

RELATIONSHIP?

QUESTION #4: WHEN IT COMES TO OUR RELATIONSHIP- HOW COULD I BE

BETTER OR IMPROVE?

QUESTION #5: WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ARE MY NEGATIVE PATTERNS THAT I

MAY NOT BE AWARE OF?

INSTRUCTIONS: A great at home communication exercise to do with someone you

love, or someone close to you. Ask them to be completely honest and allow them to

feel safe enough to be. If they don't want to offer feedback that IS feedback! 

A t  H o m e
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QUESTION #6: WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IS THE BIGGEST THING HOLDING ME

BACK FROM MY GREATNESS?



N o t e s
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Tenille Bentley is an internationally award winning global

change agent and an author of two thought provoking books

“Digital Consciousness and Emotional literacy for kids” and the

creator behind The Emotional Literacy & Mindfulness Academy

for Kids.

Her work has been recognised by the Australian Prime Minister

with ‘The Australian Leadership Award’, the ‘Australian Financial

Review Top 100 Australia’s Women of Influence’, State Finalist in

the ‘Telstra Business Woman of the Year’, inducted into the

Western Australian Women’s Hall of Fame by The Governor and

awarded the Top 3 Australian Institute of Management

Excellence Awards.  

Her organisation has graduated nearly 300 students and is growing into a global market. Tenille has been

featured on Channel 9, Channel 7, The Project Channel 10 and national major publications.

With teachers now around the globe from Egypt to Ireland and Russia, this work is being translated into

different languages to support our growing children and their parents with life skills that work. 

Tenille transitioned from an illustrious business career being recognised by the Prime minister and Governor

for her work in the community and now she integrates this knowledge with the solution-based strategies of

wellness and wellbeing in the workplace and in the home for families. 

As a prolific multi-instrumentalist sound therapist. Tenille’s collective works have reached the global stages in

unique art projects at Nuit Blanche Paris – Museum of Modern Art of Paris & The Palais de Tokyo Museum

Square and Techism Exhibitions in Florida as it continues to make its way around the globe.

She is now working on a global cross over of genres with a Symphony Orchestra that is set to be unlike

anything people would have experienced, delving further into the link between the mind, sound, science and

the human body for wellbeing and deeper states of relaxation.

Tenille Bentley, 

Managing Director 

Emotional Literacy & Mindfulness Academy for Kids 

Mindfulness & Wellbeing Expert  

Sound Therapist

A b o u t

www.tenillebentley.com

www.emotionalliteracyacademy.com

/tenillebentley

/emotionalliteracyacademy

/tenillebentley

/emotionalliteracyacademy

tenille@tenillebentley.com



"IF WE WANT A DIFFERENT
WORLD WE NEED TO BE

DIFFERENT PEOPLE.
SEEK PEACE WITHIN

OURSELVES,
LIVE FOR SOMETHING

BIGGER THAN OURSELVES
COLLABORATE AND CARE

FOR EACH OTHER"
MA R I A N N E  W I L L I A M S O N


